Eco-Shopping Game Score Sheet

**Points**

**Serving Size and Packaging Layers**
0 Single/Very small serving item with multiple packaging layers
1 Single/Very small serving item with single packaging layer
2 Multiple serving item with multiple packaging layers
3 Multiple serving item with single packaging layer
4 Concentrate or Bulk item with multiple packaging layers
5 Concentrate or Bulk item with single packaging layer

**Recyclability of Packaging**
0 Not Recyclable
1 Currently not recycled in this area
2 Some or part of the packaging is recyclable
3 Recycled at various commercial drop off locations
4 Recycled at most area city sponsored residential drop off location or through curbside programs
5 Refillable or commonly reusable

**Packaging Contains Recycled Materials**
0 No use of recycled material in packaging
3 Some of the packaging contains recycled materials
5 The entire packaging contains recycled materials